1. Introductions – Micaela/All
   a. Around the table

2. V1 Dinner

3. Who is Food Services – Micaela
   a. Presentation
   b. Discussion/questions
   c. New development updates

4. Sub-Committee discussion – Micaela
   a. Nutrition Awareness: Chelsea Carpio (chair), Keira Koroma, and Meagan Bacciaglia
   b. Travelling Tummies: Cody Hutt (chair), Jacob Terry, Moh, Beth Eden
   c. Mystery Shopper: Vivien Ding (chair), Mokai Xu, Samantha Chittanousone, Stewart Morawetz

5. General Discussion:
   A. What are student’s feelings on caloric information being posted on franchises menu boards?
      -Great for keeping track
      -More aware about food decisions
      -The red light green light system could work too
      -Now restaurants that do not show caloric information could look like they are trying to hide something
   
   B. Food Trends:
      -Fusion eg. Sushi burrito
      -Poke bowl (deconstructed sushi)
      -More raw food
      -Avocado

   C. Add Caesar dressing to the sandwich bar

   D. Include halal chicken and the University Club

6. Next Meeting: Wednesday, February 15th, REV Boardroom